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By STANLEY SCOTT
netted Press Internatlimal
NEW YORK let - Heavy police
reinforoernerita here and in Chicago
moved in today to prevent war betweet Black Murtha* and the followers of Malcolm X. the renegade

•I >een

e-, Heard

Around
; MURRAY
,_tea lea: pecola
/omelettes. but we /Mind
out one thing about preachers hid
%eat that we didn't know for sure.
They have good appetites

•preachers

•

In Our 86th Year

.Police Seek To
Halt Bloodshed;
?Malcolm X Dies

./Ciali I reds

noes included
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United Press International
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At • dinner at the Southoide. the
waitresses kept brtnising out platters of fried ohacken. hot gravy and
hot hon./its and they: disappeared al
foe as they Mt the table.

Negro natiorralist leader amazenoted Sunday
Mroolm, mined heir apparent to
Mack Muslim lender Elijah Muhammad, was cut deign by 8 hail
of bullets as he spoke to his faithful at a rely Police blamed the
Mak Widen moveineot for the
execution and mid they feared violent reprises by Malcolm's IlatiOCkite%
especially in Chicago More
Muhammad byes
Extra police 1.)y the hundreds stood
guard tho morning in Harlem to
stein Internecine strife among the
splintered Bieck Hationailats
A
Venal commix' pest was set up
M a park department tritidIng tn
Mt Morns Park with equipment for
Instant phor.e and notio commun.
--taesitimose ashrineett-

Enrollment
For Spring
Quarter 4649

Bro. Hoyt Owen excited about the
•
zesa tower for ha churnit at.
Pleasant Grove It will be fashioned
of Reynolds Murnuann and MU be
forty feet high It MI be erected
as goon as It is completed

•

"The DiiTY
Afternoon Daily
In Murray And
Calloway County

A

Spit* Metelment
-Mins,
Mate Onion, has reached an all
Una hirrh of 4 640 according to Wilson Chine deein of admiselons
This total gives Murray ell more
sighline then last mars spring
The way that snow was oral*
Mel when enrollment was 3,531
Would have am shellents
down rsoierdat.
a loot hap In ho time If R hild
Usti wwo811101II
kept oft.
—' • sibrite!lidritt Murray when 4
Mudenta were an campus. The spring
Raw Joe lAteletion and Rom• Meenroament was a decrease of IN
e Clain at the drug store this morning.
but Mr Garet std. "This is quite
Mrs Clete /homer nee one& as
normal because of the 170 graduates
ee were one back to the office
and the rennin' drop-out figures for
and Bob Otopenter hurrying somethe oecneeter "
where
Tiesegb cliwythne phoners are
enough.
The one who's a hob terror
Is the nudrught phi:dear who does
(Centineed Os Page Three)
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Youth Fellowship _
Will Meet Thursday
The monthly meeting of the Murray Sub-District Methodist Youth
Felloadep will be heki Thursday.
February Z. at seven pm at the
Wesley Foundation at Murray State
Conee e
At youth are urged to attend
•

•

A
•

TALKS SCHEDULED
ROWLINO GREfl4. Ky TIT Talks by Dr Forrest C Pogue, a
biographer of Gen. George C Marshall. are whechiled for Tuesdag
and Wedneensty at Western Kmtucky Recite College Dr Pogue Is
direotor of the Marshal Ftesearch
Library at Ledington. Va. He taught
at Murray for a number of yarn
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Pledging of
EyesIs Urged
By Lions Club

!Local Boys Are In
I Naval Operation

Rob Rey. President of the MurMy Lions Club aril Bernice Wit:tool sieht con-J.-roan= chairman
et the Lions Cub are continuing
their efforts this week to get people
to sign ens pledge cores Ray and
Wilferd have spoken to severe of
the local cie.c clubs and have been
showing a film entit.1.-1 "Boy With
:he Blindfeld' which tells the story
of a teornan pledging her eves at
death at that someone else might
see with them.
Ray said that about 500 people
in Kentucky amid Southern InMane are candidates low corneal
transplants and that many eye
pledges are needed to meet this
need The local Llonts Club supports
the Kentucky Lions Eye Fsauulatton at Louisville nehich operates
the Kentucky LAMM Eye Bank Eyes
that are pledged are tranepated to
the eye bank upon death of the
cernor and are distributed for anneal tramplonts.
Wafted wad that he or
member-of the Mere
to give infrirmaalon gent the eye
pledge program and that cards for
pledging of eyes are mailable from
any member of the Leona CLub He
said also Its. cards are available
froin * number of racks placed in
terious businesses and offices around teen
Wilferd said that eyes pledged for
ocrneal tranoplaill opted be planed
again by thle recipient. at the time
of their death and that tem could
ee
An nes
s conterearese prmie
a pair of eyes cenceweably
multi see forever," Wilferd said
?tont"ing is the pledge on the
piedge mud which the donor Signs
"I hereby donate my eyes at the
lime of my death tei the Lions Rye
bank to be ogee by dm ongliushatjog M rebore the OEM of own*
bdinl penon 11118 or for lesearch
seeking to prevent bendnisas and to
find cores for diseaaes of the eye.--

ty

Average For
Performances Will - Local Tobacco
Be Given This Week
Is $38.88

The Murray State Rosslors' Theater win present an acloptatian of
Therein Coyote's novel The Orem
An average of $3853 was reported
in___Iasannierfuonances _XCL,147,--abla-VAL•
commas thts week
Fired tobacco on the Murray marPerham:anion will be given on ket. according to Olio Barnett, reTuesday. February 23. and Thurs- porter tar the local mattet
The musket sold a total of 6,day. February 26. at 4.00 pen,hi
Rooms 1 and 2 of the Student Union 918,518 pounds for a total volume
of S2,690.229 de.
Building
For the lime week of regularly
"The Gram Harp" is the humorous
scheduled
sales a total of 1.046,766
story of a young boy and two cud
women who run away front home poundo were soki for $264,093 04
and set up housekeeping In a tree- with an average of $3166 belnit rehouse It Is a iesser-known wort of corded for the seek ending Friday.
Coyote, whose famous Breakfast February 19
at Tiffany's•' was • isopulart novel
final clean up sale is retheduled
and later an Academy Award-noms for Friday, February 26, an the four
Intend film
Murray Loose Leaf Mono Doren's,
Readers' Theater is an extra-cur- Yarns, Growers. and Planters.

ricular activity of the Speech
•
Under the ctireobion of Prof.
Bin Bonham The participants raid
horn scripts. attempting to re-create
the meaning and errsotton of the
selection as mitten by Its author.
Moak Is often mind to complement
WILL SLICK OFFICE
Heron Parker witi mit the office the produotion
of Maagee-rote front the Liberty
Oast members for "The Grass
Merin he said Eliaturday A Mental Harp- are: ry Rudolph. senior.
millwork-anent will be made 'at • liontoni Polly Anne Nash. sopholater date, he said.
more , St Louie, Mo . Gayle Illiebree,
senior, Illisabettgown„ flACheryl
Roberts. junior. Benton. Leary Morgan. freshman. Louisville, and Al
Hudson. junior, Dayton, Ohio.
Background muirk for the production will be played by George
Reinaterude junior, Louisville, who
Is alio serving as student director.
The public Is cordially invited to
attend the proctuotion on either
Weelern Kentucky - Runny and night. Ackniaion Is free.
cold today High tat low 30s Fah
and continued ook1 tynight Law In
upper teens "Intarlay inoretkatng
cloudiness windy and wanner with
Occasional rain or @now by evening.

Weather
Report

Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, February 22, 1965

Kem Battle
Breaks Record
At Swim Meet

USS FR A MKT.IN D. ROOSEVELT
CVA-42, ,FHTNC) Feb 8 - Fireman Apprentice Erwin F Wisher.
USN. son of Mr and Mrs Ned L.
Wssher of Route 2, Aviation Boatswane Mele,Third Cl'e. ?Tonto D
Brandon. USN, son of Mr and Mrs.
J. C. Brar.don of Route 4,-907 Mee.chw Lone, an of Murray. Ky, Is
participating In -Operation Springtoad" an the Caribbean while am-vine aboard the attack aircraft carrier USS Franklin D. Ronseselt
operating out of Mayport, Fla.
"Op:nation Springboard" is designed to give ships, squadrons and
other forces of the Atlantic Fleet an
opportunity to train in the favorable Caribbean weather
During _the training period, At}ante Fie& marts will conduct drills
It anti-submanne, annear and &motel:eon warfare techniques.

Son Born To Mr. And
Mrs. Mitt Miller

•

Junior High Cage
Water District' Tournament
To Be
Held At Clinton
Commissioners
Are Selected
--W:.ter Dietriet Number Three is
bane formu'ated in the county with
the purpose to bring water to the
Rthenl area of the Lynn Grove
hagheay. Coldwater Roadird Kirksty
The Water Corrunthilkriers for
the dierice h3ye been sworn in and
James I asaiter, local attorney has
been employed as the attorney
Oontntiostoners are Bill D'Od
'son.
&sermon. Eric Bauch secretary
Noe
end
Cox, treasurer.
A consisting engineer °MN be
selected by the commissioners to
late and figure the cost of conihocting the water system Follow* that contracts will be signed befatten the system and the contemners Water will be obtained from
(be Coy of Murray

The Junior High &hoe Reece,.
Basketball Tournament will be playsd ot Clinton Sshool stunting Tuesright with the gamin beginnine
at seven pm.
Tea me to okay in the tournament
are from Patton, Cartiree, Hickman
Graves and Calloway County
In the upper bracket Rickman
slew Clinton and Bardwell drew
Milburn These a •ins v. ill play
I once y might
Mayfle'd drew Western and Fut
gham drew Lynn Grove for the lower bracket May Theee teems will
pay Thoredny night Games will
not by played Wednesday night due
to scheduled church services on that
night
The eem-finels will be played
Friday ought with the championship
oame on Saturday night
Lynn Grove la the Calloway County Grade School tourixonent chum pone an_i were runners-up In the
dater. tournament at Farmington.
Raymond Story Is coach of the
:ram

Vol. LXXXVI No. 44

County
To
Get
256 650 u
nder
ucation Bill
9
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LOU IS VILLE. KY c ENS 1 - The
dollars and cents Impact 'nut Preedent Johnson's Elementary and
Secondary Education Act of 1985
would have on each Kentucky county was made clear in eatunetes released this week by the Kentucky
Eduoaticen Association
Ce HOW ay County would receive
approximately 8258.650 for improvement of education during the next
focal year If Congress approve;
Title 1 of the President's proposal
according to Dr J M. Dodson. KEA
executive seceetary Tale I funds
are designed to heap children front
low income families

:The formation of this water district brings to a total of four the
Mr and litre. Mitt Miller of Alrannber of Menotti in the county,
la-ea, Go_ are the wenn of a
Distract Number 1 extends out
sun. Jeffrey Alien weighing nine
the east highway end is In °peen82.358,300 The largest sum
pounds. born Sunday February 21,
ein Water is suppled El the city
would go to school districts in Jefneepsen
etteasto,
r
tenors Oconee laserso-ift-pes_
Cie
District Number 2 exteods out the
Of the 5-to-UT-year-old population
Their three year old 'eon, Steven New Concord Rood. the Green
children)
tom' 15,122 school-age
Franten, will rime an exhancled vis- Maths Road and the Hazel Highcomes from famellee with annual init with his grandparents. Mr and lefty This &Strict is in the process
Panes of $2,000 or leas
Mrs Claude L Miller of Murray dr figuring costs and will obtain
The mist highest amount - 6863 and Ms and Mrs Prank Wright Peter from the rite
250 - would go GO Pike County
'The fourth district extends front
of Mayfield
...a
where 25 per cent of the schoolSoon a Grove Bepteet Church
ode population of 5 756 ts in the
Mr Olean Is with the Coca-Cols
The
Murray
Police
Department
Dexter and at this time plans
low income category on which the
Lompony. Mania sad his just redig • well for that water windy, reported Re automobile accident or
Johnsen proposal Is based.
nnet a prchnotton to Senior Proon Chestnut Street kat night
Ronne n et AaixS&tes of
Local school districts in • given
ject Engineer m the Vending Diver
haa engineered two of at 6.37 pm
_count( will be shed* for leyTrace said and Helen CHIME
waleflEMI
mersta equal to one-half the 1963dreeptg a Von:await:an. was going
64 expenditure for each pupil In
Mgt on Cheenut Street arid • was
average duly attericiance In KenShea to make a left tend turn intucky multiokied by tbj number of
to the driveway of the Murray State
fluidram et that wanly ,age 5-17)
College maintenance bulkling when
In families havtng annual inoornes
she was hit in the sole hi the 1960
of 92000 or as
Chevrolet driven by William Mal
Kentucky's 1963-64 expenditure
Allan Jr
per pupil in ADA was nee, at ball
covered
Pastsoirrian Hort MAI
Lcover
that arnolint or le60 at - mid lit
The 011ie Duero% anent Clubwth
Abort
the accident and maid
the formula to deternsinelente°Wend
horror three young Negroes. two
Miss
iald he did not see
by-eounty allomelon of f
athletes and a chic leader, here
give the itinual to turn aridran into
Calloway COunty Alba 1711 childon Tutialay mate for their work
car
the
side
of
the
ren age 5-17 from famines with InIn improving the reisittonship among
Another accident happened Fecomes at 112.000 or lea This reprepeople of Murray antording to Pete'
ces at 6 25 pm seen Jumbo DunDents 41 per cent of the county's
Rutledge To be honored arc Stewart
lap Thorne. driving • 1958 Ohm total population in this age bracket
Johnson, Denies Jackson and Robert
rune. was gene east on Poplar and
The Kentucky county alai the
L. Tharpe
ha the 1968 Opal Station wagon largest perc elstage of school-age
parted on Poplar Street
chedren from fernlike In the no
A dinner hononng the three will
Chief of Ponce Borman Porker
be held at the Southside Registrant
mid arrests were made for two
al 6 90 an Tuesday
public drunks. one driving while intoxicated, and one for breach of
Speaker far
occasion will be
peace over the weekend Platens
Rev Joseph Franklin pastor of the
were given to one person for hayBereelolleptiet Otueshi
Tft
--sfer -Ppitianors---11cence----tmdIn Paducah
seven persona for speeding accordJohnson is a mernoer of the Muring to the Pollee report
ray State College basketball team
and le the fine Negro to play In
the Ohio Valley Conference He
has starred for the Racers for the
past two years, being a conalatent
The Cellos-ay County Heart AsDAM, Jackson
high scorer He hes also been outMIS CORAL SBA ,CVA 49) sociation will spormor VI all day
lining:ling on getting his share of
(FHTNCI Feb 16 - Airmen Ron- ronferenee on Cerdiac Nursing for
the rebounds Johnson is from Clair
aid E Jones. U.N. son of Mr and ersichine nurses Nurses In Murray
ton. Pennsylvania and was named
Mrs Milton Z Jones of Waldrop and the surrnuruting counties are
All OVC last year
Drive, Murray. Ky, participated in Invited to attend
the retaliatory Mr strike operaLions
The program will begin at 9 00
Dennis Jackerm a • Mummy natio,
Feb 7, ageing North vt'st Nam a m Marsh 11 le65 The topic for
and •ttended Douglas before enter
airattack
aboard
the
serving
while
the morning will be nursing care of
Mg Murray State College He star
nett canner DIAS Coral Elea nat- psilents with myocardial Infarct
red at Dotiglaa High In footbal
Seventh
Fleet
US
with
the
e-Ling
and thi afternonn semen will deal
and baketball Derma Is a senior
in the South Chem Sea
with the core of the stroke patient
at Murray State and has made a
from
the
took
off
aircraft
Navy
The conference will be conducted
great contributton to Murray State
Coral
Ranger
carriers
USS
aortae
a
m Roan I ,of the Serdent Union
footbaJ1 over the pest three years
Sea and Hancock Of the carrier Building at Murray State College
both on `offense and on defense He
Communist
attacked
arcran,
40
There
will be no registration fees
hes also participated in track
OILS
near for the conference
barracks and stagtrig
Robert lo Tharpe e a Murray
Dung Ho/ about 100 Rtilest north of
Lunch will be available In the
native end is a member n the
the border between Heath and North Student Union Cafeteria.
Murray Junior Charnber ot OomVIst Haan.
?aurae wishing to attend should
meree and is alas a graduate of ,
Pilots reported seeing heavy fires write Miss Ruth Ckyle, Devotee. DeDouala', High where he played footdamage
11fId smoke and substannal
partment of Nureme Murray State
ball. bositabiti1 and participated in
to military targets In the area
(Online.
other achnol sothettes

(
diet Active
As Wrecks
Are Reported

'nice Will Be Honored For
Contribution To Relations

All Day Meet

Ronald Jones Was
In Viet Nam Attack

Keen Reel,, Murray Mgt seventh
grader. broke the hawk District
AU three young men are highly
AAU age-group record In the 100yard butterfly at the Univerwity thought of in the oornmunity -We
Robert L Tliarpe
City. Inettattonal Swim Meet in St wish to compliment them for the
1,011111 last weekend His time of contrIbunon they are maleng to- ward Improving the reletionnhips
1081 beat the previous mooed of
among people in Murray". a/pokes1.07.3 held by Lonenran of Mid man for the Clot Improvement Club
County Y.
said today
Bettie also placed first In the
-300-yard InetivittaFil mesiter. second
In the 300-yard freestyle, 100-yard
Murrayans
backstroke and 100-yard freestyle,
and rim In the 100-yard breaststroke. making him hiyh-point winner in his age group
John Burns hos been elected pre
-4*-wIrtent-of--Use-Alper
Buell Jetton, (Woofer of the State
fraternity of Murray Mate Goilege
Department of Revenue mepptng
for the corning year
program in Union Clounty. suffered
Other ofhcers elected were Jim
a broken bone In his let just below
Story. Murray. vice-preeklent . Jay
the knee on Weinterbe night of
Hart, Washington. tied, secretary;
W E 'Clioete of 1014 Payne Street
best week at 40 Welke Motel
Billy Joe Fteyburn, Murray,
He was pinned between the car Is reported reining well at the Mtnos
Tom Madison, Mayfield keeper
and the restaurant wall after fail- ray-Calloway County Hcapital afof the anima Bob Hawkene, Fair* to put the gear in the perking ter having beenne it 2.hta MOTTling
field, Ill, sentential. and Ken Stull,
Mille was bitten tll while at Work
position He is rerovertng at On
Farm ington Mo usher
Lady of Merry Hcephal where he at the Hutson Chesnicel Company

For Nurses

Miss Dorothy L Hecker, Amoceste
roofemor. Urueenaty of Tenneco's.,
college of Nursing will conduct the
conference
Mee Hocker holds a Bachelor of
Science Degree from Vanderbilt
The Murray Fire Department was teaiversity 9ohote of Morena and a
celled out three tames Saturday Matter of Science from the Univerwith all the cans being gram fires sity of Teem
At 12 25 pm. the firemen were
She ha,' had experience as a gencelled to Plainview Acres on South eral duty and a head muse before
15th Street The woods back of the - beeoming an instructor
Murray Cemetery was the scene of
Mies Hecker served as cheirman
the second fire at 1.66 p m,
Of it renlerenor Moult that planned
The Is
call received by the fire- National Cardiac Conferencde mon.
lintrigreltresec
eisooresand Valentine Streets.
ton and The American Heart Association The frit conference was
conducted November 20-22 1963 at
Minnesota. others were conducted
during Hen
She presided at the MeelloonferMl's Rune E fineth elementary gk-al Nursing Problem untsew held
education lnestruotor at Murray State at the ANA COI1VerION•11 in Atbantic
College, will speak at a ladies' night City, New Jersey. In June 1964,
dinner at the Prinoston Rotary Club
She has conducted programs in
, These officers have been approv- Feb 23 at 8 30 p m
continuing education for nurses to
ed by Jack 130),3611, provIence chief,
Her subject will be "What is Kentucky. Tennefowe and other
I and will serve for int. year
Knowledge' Knowledge for What?". Mates

Firemen Called To
Three Grass Fires

Named
To ATO Offices

Such Jetton Breaks
Leg In Accident

FIVE DAY IPINIECAST
LOUISVULJE 1171 - The Kentucky five-day weather outlook.
Tabsday thmugh Raturday, by the
US Weather BUreall •
Temperatures wilt enrage 10 to
15 degree* below normal hale of
45 to 54 sod normal lows of 26 to 34.
It will be slightly warmer before
midweek and then con again after
midweek
and went to the Houston-McDevitt
Preolottattela will total one-quer- will remain for several weeks
Mr Jaen is a former resident Clinic for treatment The donor had
ler to 06~ Inch around the
of Murray
hint horipltolived immediately
illeddie of the week

W. E. Collie Has
Attack Early Today

E'ER

hlorroy Population 10,100

Stewart Johnson

Miss Rubie Smith To
Speak At Princeton

000-or-less income bracket is Robertson County with 58 per cent
Counties with the lowest percentage of children in that category
are Boone, Campbell. and Kenton each with 9 per cent.
Kentucky aohoois will receive
about $28,215,150 the first year under Tale I of the Johnson bill. Under ocher Titles the state would
receive these additional SUM' SI 91,716 for supplementary eclueetoral centers and services, t1.557.466 for 9ZtIJOI library resources and
Instructional matenah and'hI149 679 for strengthening the State Department of Edocareon Altogether,
the Kentucky total would be an
estimated 831,614,071
The House Subcommittee on Moneta°, whose chain:non a ken-

-

Txgtert rtongraat:
oContiaaed on Page 3/

Bridge-Coffee Will
Be Held Wednesday
The morning bridge-coffee will be
held by the Oaks Swum and Golf
Club on Wednesday February 36,
at rime oneock at the hhese of Mrs
heeseatit grastes. 1412it airsieeto Larne.
Mrs Robert Strigleton and Mrs
Smith will be the hostages All
meinoers are invited to attend

Cub Pack 37
Meets Friday
Cub Scout Pack 37 met at Rob(non School on Isnclay night for
a`pottuck supper after which the
annual Pinewood Derby wet held
Cub Scout Leon McDaniel won
first place in the derby with Dan
atubblefield in second place Gene
Parker won first place in the crafts
menhir) category wish Renard
Story yenning second place
Cubmaster Piave Robertson made
the following presentations to the
Cubs
lsointe-Richernateen Gary Buchanan and David Gore
Serer arrow Points. Richard Story
and Gary Buchanan,
Wolf Badge and Bear book, Ricky
Garland
Bear Badge and Lion book Mike
Cathey, Leon McDaniel and Richard Story,
Chuck
Dan Stubblefteid". and
Flynn were presented with the Dennee awards, and the Amalgam Droner award went to Mike (Whey.
Bobcat ping were presented to
Mitchel Curmangham and Johnny
Wilson
-—

Calloway
Drama Group
Is Honored
Oalkevay County High School's
drama getup was elected 'by the
judges to participate in a state
drama feseleal to be held In the
spree The selection was made at
the drama festival held at Murray
Saturday
Perticapares in the Calloway
County group were Joe Bennett,
Larry Italmon Paula Cook, hobby
Dodd. and Sharton Walatort.
Other porticioating drama performers were from Lone Oak High
School and Paducah Tikchman High
School. They won "good" ratings
also at the feettral
Mrs. John Pernik) is the director
of the Calloway County group.

Annual Luncheon ro
Be Held Thursday
_
The Magazine Club will hold its
annual luncheon at the Morro Woman's Club House on Thumb',
Febnien 25, at one p m,
Members may tiring in irate for
Use luncheon For reservations per-,
ants are asked to call here, lugs
Clairton at 762-3647
,
11
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THE LEDGER

THE LEDGER Irk TIMES
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VOLIIIMED by LEDGER It TOMS PUBLISHING COMPANY. lac..
CossoLtdaUon
tbe Murray Ledger, 'lb. Calloway Tunes, cad The
Thase.teterald, eatober 20. 1928. and the West Kentuckian, January

Tie, .4 forsionac

Tod.,y is Monday. Teb IS. the
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES WALLACE WITMER CO., 1500
Igatheon Ave. Memphis. Tenn, Tune & Lite Bldg. New York. N Y. Sand clay of 1966 with 312 to follow
Stepheason Bide_ Detroit, Mich
The moon is approaching its last
Entered at Use Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as quarter
Second Clan Matter
The morning star a Mars.
The eveniwilear Is Jupiter.
SUBSCRIPTION RAMS By C.arr.er, us Murray. par wows Me, per
,inenth ISe. in Ca.loway and actiouung counues, pc. ye, $4.541, else- -O4urg W.th4pIe , Isnot- pre:iwhere, 18.00
deaz of the United States. wee born
on this am in 1732 on .us parents'
'Mee Omaleatling Civic Asia ot a Cammisolle is Ms
pima/stein near Fredericksburg. Vs
labserise a its Illseirspapor"
On this clay at history:
In ItOo coionot ryf the MassSATURDAY - FEBRUARY 20, 1965
achusetts
rniony

4
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AM.

Bay
tasted their
fire -popped oom as friendly Indians shared their usual Thanksgiving dinner,
In 16111. Fionda was ceded to the
US in a treaty situ Speen.
. In 1879. the finit bye-cent stare,
forerunner .4 the inixtern "fiveand-ten.' was opened in Uura, N Y.
by Prank W WoOsurth
In 1931. one hundred woman of
arganued a "Oarrte
Maanu. Ple
Nation Brigiow" to fight against
bootleggers, speakeaaes. and gamb-

LEADERS of the Communist Revolution which robbed us of
our biggest ally in World War One warned the Kremlin it
would be a mistake to ever go to war with America
They believed such a course would be unnecessary because Godless atheism could be made popular in this country
through propaganda. fellow -travellers and through sheer
misrepresentation.
Of course, American Communists have never failed to lers
take advantage of all sorts of disputes lu this country. as well
A thought for the day - In the
as elsewhere in the world These include labor-management
prayer follow.ng his president ral
disputes that lead to strikes, fanning the flames of class and
matte oration in 1789 George Washrace hatred, and using inuendo, rumor and fear to weaken ington sod Aanglitit God we make
earnest Pram that thou wilt
confidence in our nation and its leadership.
keep the United elate in thy holy
J. &near Hoover, head of the Federal Bureau of Investi- protection."
gataon, is on recant AS saying Communism has infiltrated
every activity of American life, educational, legal. Judicial,
religious and social as well as political, and he believes our
Murray hospital
greatest danger, is coining no% from wild-eyed Communists
Ad ol t
63
with their bombs and dynamite but from well-interifioned
4
Census - Nursery
left-wingers and materialists who Isejleve socialism is the
Patients Admtted
0
Patients 'Dortirsed
wave of the future and the dignity of the individual would
New Canerr•
2
be enhanced by a redistribution of wealth and a better way
Tatars.' Admitted Fres' Wailersto divide the fruits of toil.
YTen the moat ardent do-gooders
it ommunist cadMrs. Arruxue Garland. 401 go.
ens are totally ruthless and have only one method-of elimMat- Nth.: James Larry Rudolph. 1306
uag opposition
the age-old death or imprisonment of politi- Per: Mes.- Coca! McLeod Rt. 1
cal ogipenents. Yet in the next breath they extol the villues Kblcarr, NNW Id Woods. 1101 Rolm; Mrs Sans Hettnsginuse. 903
the Communist ideology.
Vine. Janes tee colhoon. Rt. 1;
71114 week's 15411e UI Saturday Evening Post in •lipeaking
Mrs Here Taylor. RI I Rawl; MeeChat" carries an attack by George Feder. in which he says we ter Mein' D Darts. RI 2 Mork
ausunderstand the Soviet policy. Be says they have the same Estrin Carraway. Itt 5: Mrs IRasel
Jenkins .$22 So 11th L. L. Wilson,
ideals :stud .adielgitiivaleat of our 1Nita amitumomdmenta
Hamel. Ronnie
IPHStirVIrtriew ver-.-etre.-Mallp
• Mr Fetter spent a year at MOSCOW University and
thoroughly sold on their desire fur fairness,justice and bryth- Walker, Rt 5. Chaffee Leda McClain. 1401 vine. Mrs. Jens Took•
erhood and believes we should encourage their hopes, not wr. Rt. 1 Kirk/ter: W W Hutaan,
seek to destroy.them.
Boa 41. Hazel Mrs Laura BloodHe- says'he talked to many people in Russia, even with worth, RI S. Benton Rupert Iran
PutreU 1001 W Poplar. Mua A. B.
"kerchiefed grandmothers who seresgafgassitreet.- He thereto
Dewey Dick. Rt. 1.
Cloy*. RI
unconsciously Pointed out the eldlilUt Me gulf between the 114131101% Mgrs. Tad Atkins. Saw 1M
two countries, as 111 America no grandmother has to sweep Hardin. Mester Rey Airtime Peadl, It. I. Disler: Mrs Taylor Mithe streeto.
er. Rt. 1, Ono: Junes Iletchell
Such articles are =allow because they make such plausi- Perot, 110 No Loa Mrs. Paul &
ble peadung and lull us into thankaig pernaps we can • co- Adam. 1101 Story; Luther Swift.
N. 2; Audrey It Carman So 8th;
exist"
lAra Maros K. Cattiey and baby
But those who Mara better, Eisenhower, Nixon and other% boy. at 1. Renton. Mrs Harold D.
have pleaded with the American people to remain alert and Benson and baby gui. RI I. Bentto promote the Amerman way or life -in every phase of our on: Hal K Kinsale Box 347
Periere. Dunsieeed Fere Weshiesi•
existence.
day 2:011 a. es. I. Friday 11,15 a. M.
We cannot make commitments with a people who have
Mae Wanda Davenport. Weds
no knowledge of honesty,.who treat A pact as • 4 piece of Hall; himator Ted Hale. 11$ 2. Mrs.
Weenie Duncan. Ftt 1. Dexter. Mrs.
papeF to be torn up at MIL"
L. 11. Parrah and baby boy RA
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Quotes From The News
U1•11TIEL ratan DITLINATIoNaL

Business
ilighlights
'42.4ENtailec..Sief'a .4
$.1i,

Mrs. Oa* curd. Paducah. Mee
Blealen. bee No 1st, -Um,
Martin Crowell. Rt 2, Hearn Mrs.
rtharton RI S. Mt
-a. Ram
lArtinehoter MA Vete: blase Neel= Ilsonswel. At. A;..11ire. Mitered
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Land
Transfers

NEW YORE: Further signs tlist
the money managers are ',milli
In the reins on credit were seeri

•

federal reserve figures, of furxt,
Immediately saraliable to ooromete oil bombs for loans and uivestaunts. -The figures showed a further laflabie drop in the bank's soBid tem reaeryea,

James T Windsor and others to
Alvin E. cook arid others: property
Jarnee P Parker and others to
Ray Edwards and others: property
an Calloway County
Joseph liaaborron Ryan and .4iera to McKinley Shaw mid others;
deed of correction on 102 acres on
Murray-Providence Road,
Johnny Phillips and others to
Morns Homes Corp lot In Center
Hodge Subdivision.
Ruth Peay to Carl Miller and
°ahem, property in Conway 00only
Euva Hargis and Gary Hargis to
Jwee D Putrell and others: deed
of release on property on High- I
way 121
Herman Crouch and others to
E S Roberts and others; ion in
Crestmore Subdo iron
Ralph Whine and others to L. W.
Burkeen and others two tracts a
land ri Calloway County
Galen M Thurman. Jr. and
others to Charles Mason Baker and
other,. lot an Crestwood Dr1ve in
%Outrun Estates

WASHINGTON' The Amor Depailinent invited bids anal Prances
els for the public sale ot stock of
Cover& Aniline and ?Urn . Gorp
Katsenbach
Atay. Geri Nicholas
said bids to be opened publicly
Sharch 9. for underwriting groups
..vall be oonadered in acrortia.nce
with teens designed to insure widespread public distribution of the

HAWKS AT THE RfADY-U. S. Marines put • Hawk anti-aircraft missile launcher throtign
a few paces at Da Nang. South Viet Nam. The missiles were installed on Presadent
Johnson's orders to defend against air attacks from North Viet Nam
t Ca Neplinlo •

•
heatiplailless in Ventura County. in teaching people how to identify
He was promolied from Ms farmer the condor as it MUM overhead on
position as inetructor-riaturairt at 18-stoot wing-vread. and why tt
the 'Audubon ("enter of Southern should be saved as a unique species

Warden Will

Watch Over
Giant Condor

California at EL Motile near Los of grew weentatic and esthetic valAngara The pronoun he now halm ue
was created after a research lean
reported that the great California
condor has a good chance to survive
if people will just quit ahootang at
it.

ATLANTA - Nobel Prize winner Dr Martin Luther King,
onignentIng on the a.ssasslnation of Malcolm X
-This evil act must be condemned by all people of goodwill We must face the tragic fact that Malcolm X wa.s murdered by a morally inclement climate It reveals that our society is still sick enough to expreas dissent through murder"

STAY out
Fw

kinds at low mot

Wilson's Auto Repair
NORTH 7th k MAIN
MURRAY, KY
* AUTOMATIC TRANMISSIONS A SPECIALTY
* COMPLETE OVERHAUL & ?UNLIT!
* FOREIGN CARS . . WE CANT BE BEAT
All Personnel ExPerlenced
•
VW Man Trained in Germany
- ALL WORK GUARANTEED • Owner - Bill Wilson
Phone: 7S3-41141 - Nights 753-3545

"taio'

Is

We exterminate mats of

"YOU CANT BUY BETTER FOOD"
• HIM BURGERS
• BAR-B-QUE
413 So Fourth Street
Phone 7534131

SEW YORK - Makable Z's wife, Betty, ening hysterically as a hail of bullets MaMil her husband faja.11y as he attdreaied a Raritan
"They're kilning my husband

the tiers *tent presence
Of silverfish gettira; you
dowse? We'll get them °et
of your house or apart-

E—STIMATE

ROBERSON'S 1111I HINER INN

refused to get up off the Hew.

WE'LL BANISH

THEM FOR GOOD

0 .1:
.1 OUP

.••••0.1. ts In•-•••••1•••••A,..ed
ISDim 1.6
TIe ddur "n1111
Athn C. abandon. Calif ft ma, supervised by
nonemen, ea mem ell make he ur Akk
,
H makt dtractor of the
loastan of vertebrate' zooiory of
the University of California at
Beridelry

1111111111110.-+•-01•Ilosat pradiat is -rareo..ed" ream 11... II I
Seised buSIMIgin at Lour during • sit-in protestant US.
North Viet Nina]. Th. "remover- is Deputy
iptobs.
U.S. 2121$01ad DMus Caldwell. and the sitter-in Is Eric

PESTS

'swot to

The Maklilliuu, and Dr Miller
food that the population of the
ra:e condor had declined by (me- Italy 0.k.-Mrs_ Sherri Yink•
bine, whole abortion two
t/Uri stint 1950 to a total or about
and a half years ago to pre40 bora at pram=
bog=
vent birth of a baby deformensile Meter' la Nor
ed by thalidomide attracted
coacioded. sae =Viably canned
worldwide attention: holds
mower, grherobill-1111• imago
-Misr mem Baby. Joey. burn
'they u ere ah0081•11 at. or dirt not
J.4..01 ler husband Robert.
rare,
• ntatiolteacner
mad* the
Mt. MonmerAS will not be AL•
-picture The baby is perfect
Ig normal, str said. and "has
=alit armies. but will
imabiLla. S. *east Seri icre person- , been )ust great: • tremendous source of saturfataion
• 0111,1110111 gime waidens In enand icy to us " Jody is the
allagglgt MWEelanre ol the Mee
!IMP/ !!fth child
r11.11
,
praectialko condor He will wort

sumbsipa alb

GET
RID OF

Afficlavitt of Descent of Magy
Dove James. deceased to 0. 11,
James. Virginia Gibbs, Mary, JoA two-year study of the species.
NEW YORK CITY - President
sephule HalfOrd. Sumacs MeCar- Carl W Buchheister of the Na_ the first th,
ini mogul-gat of
mack. and Edam Earl NieOsemsds. tonal Audubon Society
has an- the Mattis said e
• •f the bird
nowwed wpointinent
at an Audit- rnoe the late LIMO-.
completed
o.n Conor Warden who will patrol tall fall aPonsored hi
Osie, 1710 Pa.
-mer, Ehnue & 11111the Califon= mourearo and van al Audubon Ontlet‘ 'e•'h f 41
.
•
buns, Rt I. Dexter. Nolan -Metal,
leys sieveone of thy Tor611 king_ ' avedaMs by the Nati, -"a! Geognash Rt. I; Ames Cain. 1711 Miller;
eat and rarest birds Mgr la glare& !
aueltial the study Mit wirtlad
Mrs Nebr..** Stamps. Rt. 2, Mrs.
t out by Ian AdoLUIsa.1 Man
,,f food.
las MoCusston. Johnson Blvd.; Mea,
Nehon Balm* 1309 Poptar,

IIRLEY'S PEST
CONTROL
.
F bowie

!S3-39l4

••=1•.0.1.11.••••-•=6.•

ErSITTINII ROOM
In the andiem search fur
."ar.eay .0 living mace. roan,
Alaarid Mg as many names art
.vin to the awaits arms of the

slue One such development Ii.
gh eniun and large home ant!
,partmere is the increasing teniency to arrarge an additiona1
v ix
arty Without the care. ee informaista of the !month
mom. anhout the books ariO
desk to Mile It • Library or
stuch. and &Casten seconder,
to the main laving room it tend'
to be called amply. the owing
mum.a.i.._malu_sha_tinesat •114mann ooseiallal or even an al off
tie hviia room Mash
Your endlem earth for quality
furniture flan and right them We
beer • fine' selection of sufae
and chairs and aro bedding by

Aumenatia

[NIX INTERIORS
Northalde ".hopping Man*
Hurt
-e'. Kitalhally — 711-1,474

ete
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SPECIAL c,DERAYNINGOFFER!

ss-4
;•se
alasra-d

1401100W - A plea in the Comminist newspape.- Pravda
for more free expression and /Me clash of opinions In Soviet
society'
"The fruitful development of science. literature and art
calls for different schools and trends. different styles and
genres competing with each other and united at the art=
time by their comMon dialectical materialistic outlook, unity
of pirinciples of socialist realism
STEWART. B C - The only intelligible words muttered
' • a Finnish-born carpenter found after 75 hours buried unr tons of avalanche -strewn met ar.41 gWAY
"Watch my feet
. "..

Offer Good Tuesday, Wednesday & 'Thursday. Feb. 23, 24

E".

LEMMA a TIM** rt1"
oo'

"- •
- -Mu Wanda Sue ceitland was CRW"bf fortv-seven Murray
State Colleee nor-sine education students meg-tying caps at
' -the-Cappring Earl-else. hind in theauffltoriuM Friday. Feb uary

HOPE GONE -Ealtelle asekses sisal muude mouth of the
cave at Dolgsvine, N.Y.. during 41
.
111orts to free 234ear-old
James Mibetl outworn orb°
nu vorditee in • crevice
Feb is, two Companion, got out It's the soleSinn •••pirreed
"Schroeder. Plate" cave. Mate Pollee Capt Frank
Miller,
directing Use venue. said :Tou may say
that Mitchell Is
officially prey:Med deal
The victim was a Winthrop.

Rev and Mrs Orval Austin left last night 4ur Boone,
Iowa. aocompanyhoi the body of her father, Harry L Weaver,
who passed away Friday at. his daughters home
The J N Williams chapter of the Urged Daughters of the
confederacy met at the home of Mrs - Ger:Tee Hart with Mrs
Henry Elliott as cohostess
A Mother-Daughter banquet was held by the Lynn Grove
FHA. Mrs Bess Ketlick. advisor.
tia scihoh. Mr., Betty
Riley was made an honorary member

*
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GUARANTEED
Never An Extra Charge For One Hour Scrvice
WORK

ONE-HOUR
MARTINIZING

Moss clo mot. and a na•
%later-% ill* 0 Ronueri who
got to within a few feet of min
could detect no den of life.
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The Tennessee Vols Have Another Chance
Racers Snap - POLICE SEEK TO...
Tonight As They Meet Auburn On Home Floor Losing Streak
On Saturday
J

•

ref,

ft The Jwitiee Dennis mid propene asie c4 atosk of
• and Film Corp.
Ohs Kersenbach
opened pubbely
nenniting groups
red in encanbanee
ied teMime WidetsteibtitIgh ei the

.111
1

a rat- Muslim nationaiteta as "specula.uve" but ordered hewn patrols
near Muhammad's home and other
security measures Federal agents
(Continued From Page 1)
ication with every policeman in the also were reportedly investigating
racially seething section of Man- the interstate inovernents of the
Meloolm aides.
hattan

ho6tts

Further Sans that
mgers are pulling
ire= were seen in
figures of funds
liable to cannierloans and inmates showed a furIn the bank's so-

1965

•

Hagan as a nun who had been arrested in Pasamc, NJ. in November, 1963, for possession of stolen
property He then used the name of
Talmadge Hayer and gave he adas 347 Marshall St Paterson,
N.J.
Hagan, or Mayer, was charged
with firing a biaet at Malcolm from
• double-barreled shotgun which
had been sawed off at both ends,
Two other men in the Audubon
auditorium, on the fringe of Harlem, were shot in the melee Police,
who launched a secrecy-shrouded
Investigation, refused to elaborate
the assegaion what their role
ration might have 'been.'

attempted to flee the hail SAW
melon/in was kltlect. Hagan was hi'
inthe leg anal was, taken to the
Bellevue Hospital prison ward.
The sawed-off shotgun, a .46 ,gu.
tomatic arid a .38 pistol had Woo
Wed us the ballroom where 1111911•
colm died, pollee said He was Mad
by the shotgun blast and had tom
hit by other bullets, a prelenialla
autopsy indicated.

By DAVID 111. MOFFIT
The Tideamen led 33-31 at hall- lane.
Of particular concern to Chicago
Pollee Ready Barricades
UPI Sports Writer
dine. fell five points behind midLee Picked Up
Not since rioters roared through authorities was the scheduled openATLANTA (UPI) - The Ten- may through the second hair then
Clyde Lee of Vanderbilt, the SEC
Harlem's streets last summer had ing there Friday of the Black Musrase* Vols, who must win or drop finished strong on the shooting Of scoring leader with a 23.1 average,
The Racers of Murray State. after 'itch emergency police measured hm's national meeting The New
aft of the fight for the Southeastern ' Bob Andrews and the mit of de- I was held to two free throws in the
lasing two tough oneson the road, been take-n. Tow trucks, emergency York leader of the Muslims denied
Conference basketball title, will text-site work that Tennessee -thou-- first half by Florida but added 17
trucks. cdminunic.ations trucks and his followers had any part in Malthrow up their Vaunted defense on , Ian it had exclusive rights to.
; points after intermaasion as the 3nsPPed back Saturday night to trucks loaded With eleoden street coan X% murder There
no
at
their home \court tonight regamet ! In other action in the Southeast'Commodores scored the 15thitictory claWinrks96-81,ille. over N"In
torricachs stood in readiness out- immediate comment from Muhamt he onruishing Auburn Tigers.
' Saturday. Harry Hereenan's 29 in their lost It; games.
or
mad
his
heutenorits
,m
side_the
Morns nerve LenterCluCitgO.
• The 10.rariced Nan - fain -a Mk puffins kel Lotaelane state CO
at
94Aufiurn. a hich had beaten Ken- o The Th°rewlithkeed• wfil
D1 Chcomo. heavy patrols were , Malcolm, who said publicly he
game behind the 8th-ranked Van- 76 win at er Moseissippi State: To- tucicy only twice before and both "fle ice. the rest of the easecil stationed near Muhammaces home I feared his former Muslim allies
10emelegite 1 From Page'
Which will
of
debut angenentiree Saturday when lime topped Ole Mua 8741 and left times by only one
aft'other security measures 'were waited to kill ham, and he blamed
" pulled
ill ''eeth
t
t MiddleL°
hemPai
tonight,
a
TM
ennies
The wounded men, in addition to
they lett a 43-511 decision to Ala- the Rs-6mired in the SEC base- assay in the second Pc4ht
for
:hem
half despite
throwing
fire
bombs
at
in
effete
put
as a result of reports
and Western
Hagan, were identified as William
lama while the Commodores were mon; Injured Jerry Waller carne long three tall starters on, fouls.'
that ax of Molcelma associates, his home a little more than a week
7e day.Wth
eden
nt-'dit
endy the season on
Parko and William Harrie. Parker !man Carl Perkins, has approved
ago,
off the bench and scored 30 points, Joe Newton had 21 points in the aturOn
-slinne Florida 80-78,
...
bent
on
left
revenge.
New York in
March 2 with Morehead
was shot in the foot and Harris in ; the bill in its first step through the
'Auburn, right on the Vials' heels 26 in the second half. as Georgia first half for che T
" fouled
Tigers bot
separate autumobees heading In
After a shaky start Saturday, the
The murder suspetl. originally the chew and abdomen.
legislative process Testifying in
in third place, crushed defending walloped Independent Georgia Tech out after mat-newton without adddifferent
At
two
directions.
least
Racers took over 10 to 8 in the first
identified as Thomas ciagan, was
Washington. D C befote the Subchampion Kentucky 88-89 and could 91-66.
!inc another point. Lee DePore, who
were
Aide
to
believed
Make/nes
en
Charge
route
Chicago. in 'turn
half and were never headed after
Wounded` by one of Malcommittee. Dr Dodson called the
take caer second place by beating
scorn,. .eacer Slit Bar. had a total of 20 points. WA up the
Early
today,
on
deteotives
booked
that,
National
calm's aides and was severely beaPolice charged Reuben Francis. bill "a step in the eight direction"
Tennessee tonight.
-37 even , slack in the second half before
They built up a halftime score of homicide charges a 22-year-old Ne- ten by the crowd before pollee re- 33, Malcoan X's secretary, with fel- but emphasized that it is no panacea
ry raaed his average to
fouling out himself_
who
gro
they
sawed-off
a
fired
said
scued him and another man the onious assault and weapons- law or cure-all to solve all the ration's
51-37.
Vanderbilt, 18-3 over-all, Ls 10-1 with a 50-point performance in
The tom was the ninth of the
hi the conference race the Ions at Miami's
In the second half the Racers shotgun at Malcolm X Steaday as he frenzied Negroes were attacking violations for sticoUng Hagen as he ducational problems.
victory over Hot..season for Kentucky against 13 wins.
adto
Harlem
a
in
auditorium
arose
with shouts of "kill him, kill him."
Tennessee nine days ago Tennee- ton: Florida Sate beat Tampa 71gained a margin of 16 on two diflose
his Ionia% era.
Tells Police Nothing
one of their ferent occasions, but a determined dress 500
gee 17-3 has a 9-2 league record 64' and Memphis State routed Loy- if the Wdd°st's
remaining games they'll end
three
a
defector
alsaolm,
Mushrn
anit
'
rid Auburn 15-6 stands at 10-3.
Austin Peay soled whittled It back
ois 84-54
Police described Hagan as a
up with their worst record in 38
a
in
Muhammad,
died
foe
bitter
Beat Al Caen Game
again. The Governors word on
In other games tonight. Vander- years.
the Murray margin until with 11:11 hail of shotgun and pistol shots be- "tight-lipped suspect" who would
BUSINESS"
teL them nothing - Including whe"SERVICE
This Week's Schedule:
The Vole todk the SEC lead when bill will be host to Georgia; Bessleft in the game it was cut to nee reft' the terrified audience which
ther he had any connection with the
MONDAY - Auburn at Tennesthey beat Vauderbilt, fell behind lucky will be at Alabama; MasaJames E. Hughes. Mana.rer
points for the third time of the half, inoluded Ms hysterically scre-anung
Wolin Saturday shin Aiubansa beat mint will be lit Lallans Mate see. Kentucky at Alabama, Georgia making the
wife and at least one of their four Muslims or another extremist group.
Phone 153-9131
South 12th Street
score 68-83.
An FBI fingerprint check identagied
them at Meer own geme--defense and tatesiiiiime Mote MN be st TO- at Vonderbilt. Mistassippi at LouWith only 3 47 to go, the Gover- daught•rs
State
Mi...3_,..tppt
Mara State end
The pollee source said the two
nors were only six points behind
at Tulane.
Obleligo-bound allies of Malcolm
the
Racers.
89-83.
TUESDAY - Florida State at
were young moustachioed Negroes
Murray's accuracy at the free
wearing turbans,. One was described
?lands and Rollins at Matra,
apparently spelled the
line
throw
-No
WTIONEBDAY-THDRSDAY
as' the godtatheg to one of Maldifference Saturday night. hitting
children.
peries,
18 of 76 while Amen Peay was Mee colm%
Other Destinations Unknown
FRIDAY -- Georgia Tech at Auto get only 11 out ot 19.
The desonstions of the other four
Murray hit 52.7 from the natal
followers Cl Mailman. who retortedSATURDAY - Tennemee at Kenanti Austin Peay hit 50 per cent.
ly left New York after his slaying.
tucky. Abdienla m Vanderbilt. FloThe Thoroughbreds controlled the!
were not known.
rida at Georgia. MimisidOM State
' Chicago police officials considered
bcilled° Saturday 46"43 with
at Mississippi and Louisiana State 1,Pheraon
pulling down 12 and Starthe report of the movement of the
k Thane
an Johann 11, McPherson and
--Johnson were Moo high for the RaSEC Scoring Leaders:
cers hitting 24 points each. Nanictu
G PM. Avg,
Plsiyer
23.1 added '41 poinut and Benny Goheen
21 406
Lee. Vanity
19.4 16.
23 406
R. Andrews. Ala
Keller was nigh for Austin Peay
• •
1/3
limes lee
Andrews. Tulare 21 406
19.2 aalc taawithaerieder gretene 9* tameie.Os nude•
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•ithout
Davis. Tennessee
Van
16.
and
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HooeWilkerson
111.8
22 414
home, and there are severs! Meant
Pitts. Georgia
11.
21 363 18.3 erMurray state tou a 15_7 record many homes that want cbildren as
Mane 1120./
17.6
30 361
Welber Georgia
conferencether a.e children aslo. Ha
17 2 for the year and a 6-5
22 379
Dampier, Kentucky
child without parents needs a home
standing.
16 7
DePore auburn • 19 317
and finds it what does It need
16 4
20 306
Newton. Auburn
church but teaching? Its
51 45--96 Iran the
Murray State
new parents can, barring undone- I
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9 12
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Miss. St.
- oho suggested helps; the widow
3 II
2 10
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SEEN & HEARD ..

- ALL TYPES ORIGINAL FLOOR MATS
Front - Rear - Trunk

WE MUST MOVE OVER 300
NEV SAFETY 800 TIRES!!

1

We must move these tires by April 1st. U.S. Royal has replac-

I

FOR
SALE

ed the Safety 800 Tread for the -1-terado" sem i-wrapiiround

tread which we are expecting to arrive by April I. We have

over 300 Safety 800 Tires in stock. We have a variety of sizes
in blackwall or whitewall.

U.S. ROYAL SAFETY 800 (original equipment)

; ,' a
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GUARDIAN PREMIUM NYLONS
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Business •
Highlights

Wst- taL Itews

We reserve We rtght to neect any Adverng, tatters to the Editor
or Public Voice Items which, in our opinion, are sot for the best in
wrest of our readers

.41seanae •

Today is Monday. Peb V. the
=
AL REPRESENTATIVES WALLACE WTTMER CO., 1500
Ave., Memphis, Tenn., Tune & Lite Bldg. New York., N.Y.. 53rd day of 1966 vnth 312 to follow
dispbeween Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
The moon is approaching its last
Faltered at the Post Office, Hurray, Kentucky, for transmission es quarter
Second Chita Matter
The morning sz.d.r Lb Mars
The evening star is Jupiter.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES By C.arner ta ,Mana.v. Per week 20e. per
Grarge Washostor., first presiLiSt. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $4 50, else
where, $8.00.
dent of the lJnetsd elates Sree burn
on the, :ay in 1732 uct..ms parents'
Oadslisadhag Club hat ad a Coemomillif Is
plantation near Fredericksburg. Va.
lohopriiif al do Illeweeniper"
On this day el history.
In 1630 odium...it of the MassSATURDAY - FEBRUARY 20, 1965
Aehl**Gtt• Bi,A colony tasted their
first "popped corn as nsencity InOUR GREATEST DANGER
dians shared their usatwJ Thanksdinner.
giving
•
In 1619. Plonda was ceded to the
of the Communist Revolution which robbed us of US in a treaty with Spam.
our biggest ally in World War One warned the Kremlin It
In 1179, the fast live-nem store,
forerunner at the modern "fivewould be a mistake to ever go to war with America
s/id-ten. was opened in Utica. N 1,
They believed such a course would be unnecessary be- by Prank W Woolworth
cause Godless atheism could be made popular in this country
In 1931.'one hundred woman of
Pla organized a "Carrie
through propaganda, fellow -travellers and through sheer •
Nation Brunie" to flght against
misrepresentation.
bootleggers. speakesami, and gambOf course, American Communists have never failed to lers
take advantage of all sorts of disputes in this country. as well
A thought fur the day - In the
as elsewhere 111 the world These include labor-management
prayer following his presidential
disputes that lead to strikes, fanning the flames of class and inauguration In 1789, George Washrace hatred, and using inuendo, rumor and fear to weaken ingthn said. -Asmight God, we make
our earnest prayer that thou wilt
confidence in our nation and its leadership.
keep the Uteted Mate in thy holy
J. Edgar Hoover. head of the Federal Bureau of Investi- protect "
gation, is on record as saytng Communism has infiltrated
every activity of American life, 'educational, legal, judicial.
religious and social as well as political, and he believes our
greatest danger is coming not from wild-eyed Communists
83
7i=is -7 Adult
with their oornbs and dynamite but from well-intentioned
4
Cetekus - Nursery .
left-wingers and materialists who believe socialism is the
Patients Admitted
5
patietrus Diatreased
wave of the future and the eitatnly of the individual v/buld
New Morns
be enhanced by a redistribution of wealth and a better way
Patinae Admitted Fires Wedneeto divide the trultaof
grerg w. arlretWA-111C-IlleST.
"Even the -moat ardent_do-gooders admit Communist leadMrs Jimmie (Snood. 401 Bo
ers are totally ruthless and have only one method of eliminat- Ulth James Larry Rudolph 1306
ing opposition - the age-old death or imprisonment of politi- Poplar. Mrs Cecil DicLeod Rt. 1
cal opponents. Yet in the next_ breath they extol the virtues Kirtare: KellyH Woods. 1101 Poplar, Mrs Sam Hettinghouse 903
J1 the Communist ideology.
Vine. James Ise Cahoon Rt 1:
This weeks issue of naturday Evening Post-in "Speaking Mrs Ben Taylor, Rt 1 Haan; MasOut" carries an attack by George Fetter, in which he says we ter 71ficke'D Darts. Rt 2 Hagen
Evrin Carraway, Rt 5: Mrs Hazel
hisundersta.nd the Soviet policy_ He says they have the same Jenkins. 222 So 11th. Ia L Welsh
ideals and an equivalent of our Ten Cothmandments.Haan, Ronnie David IIVIntfliald.
Mr Feder spent a Year at MOSCOW University and Is While Plaines Pry-...Mrs Billy Ofilig
Walker, Rt S. Charles Lest' Mcthoroughly sold on their desire for fairness, justice and brothCUM, 1441 Vine. Mrs...14am Tuckefhonearici belieWti-ivieould - encourage their bogies, not er. Rt. 1 Kinsey' W W Hunan,
Box 41. Hazel Mrs Laura Moodseek to destroy them.

LEADERS

Murray hospital

He says he talked to many people in Russia, even with ! werth
rutreu
'Rit0:
015. ,enecin
popiarits
ur
-kerchiefed grandmothers who sanill4Pe street." lie Merck, Cloys. at 1 Dewey Dick. Rt 1,
unconsciously pointed out tie wide% %K the gulf between the brawn, 24,3 T-W1 4611"`
'
9
"
131
two COUlltrleb, as III America no grandmother has to sweep'el
ita4nb
l at''Ilaaatee
Dexteraa
.
Y
sariAnTaylor
the streets
ler. RI 1. Akno, James Mitchell
Such articles are noadious because they make such plausi- Pteror7 603'No 11th. Mrs Paul IL
ble leading and lull us into thinking perhaps we can • co- Jackson, Nal Story, Luther Swift.
Rt 2, Audrey. M Carman So Ilth:
t lost."
Mrs Maris E Cathey and baby
But those who know better, Eisenhower, Nixon and others, boy. Rt I. Hamm. Mrs Harold D.
have pleaded with the American people to remain alert and HeTI'll and baby girt. in It. Herae*,s Hal K Kingine Box 347
to promote the American way of life in every phase of our
pamm.aFrees lemmasealstel.Ce.
Sat 9:41111 a,
I. Friday 9:15 a.
We cannot make comnutments with a people who have I Mres Wanda Davenport. Wells
no knowledge of honesty, aho treat a pact as 'a piece 01 Hall WNW Ted 14111P Rt 2. Mrs.
Wayne Dimeart Rt 1. Dexter. kin.
paper to be torn up at will."
I. B PaITIOY aid baby boy. Ri 6:
• M*4 Ona Cien&-Peilbrati. Mies VS:pea Blanton 508 No 1st. Ara.
Martin Crowell. lit 2. Easel, Mrs
William Elberton, Rt S. Mrs. Ram
Hetinithome lea Visa: Obis Pielig UNISSID PRESS INTERNATIONAL
cm Thomism. *1. S: Mle. Malered

NEW YORK: Further signs Lug
the money managers are pulling
in the reins on credit were seen in
fiderol reserve figures of funds
immediately alvallable to considernil banks for Icons and investments The figures showed a further Usable drop az the hardes socelled free reaOrinell.

Land
Transfers
Janes T Windsor and others to
Alvin E. Cook and others: property
in Calloway County.
James P Parker and others to
Ray ridearde and titters; property
in Calloway County
Jceieph Niaboilion Ryan and Cabers to McKinley Shaw sod others;
deed of correction on 102 acres on
Murray-Providence Road,
Johnny Pratte' and others to
Morns Homes Corp lot in Center
Ridge Subdivision,
Ruth Petty to Carl Miller and
others: property' in Calloway Coants
HAWKS AT THE READY-D.8. Marines put • Hawk anti-aircraft missile launcher through
Euva Harms and Gary Hargis to
a few paces at Da Nang, South Viet Nam. The missiles were installed on President
James D Futrell and others, deed
Johnson's orders to defend against air attacks from North Viet Nam
el,liner°
of relea.se on property on Highway 131
Herman Crouch and &theca to
headquarters LS/ Ventura County. at teaching people how to idenudy
E S Roberts and others, lot in
He wits prongeed from ha former I the condor 446 it soars overhead on
Crestrnure SubdayMen.
gestegal Ile tostructor-naturalist Si' 10-foot wtrg-spread, and why it
Ralph White and others to L. W,
the Audubon Center ot Soother:1 should be saved as a unsque species
Burkeen and others, two tracts of
California at El Monte. near Los of great anentific end esthetic valland ,n Calloway County
Angeles The positiou he now fille ue
Oaten M. Threfnan. Jr . and
was created after a research team
others to Charles Mason Baker and
reported that the great California
other', lot on era...Es-cod Drive In
Condor has • stood chance to raven
Whttnell Estates
If people will just qua Mooting Si
Ps:11day= of Descent of Diary
it.
Dove James, deceased to 0 W.
James Virginia Gibbs, Mary JoA tan-year study of the aparies,
NEW YORK CITY - President
sephir.e Halford. Susanne McCor- Carl W Bunhheaster of :the Na- the finst ihtse,•-th invectigation of
mack. and Edwin Earl McConstaolk. ar:cal Audubon Society has an- the status and e.elugy cf the tied
agram(' appoinurient of an made- rrnoe the late 19404. was completed
by the NationConor Warden arias will patrol last fall
Cole, 17113 Penner. Minus E WI- bon
she California mountains med -val- 151 ALodubou-deetety iite-h- nexis trade'
hems, Rt I. Dexter. Nolan Jetton,
the Piationie Geographleys where one of the void% berg- I ovidisido
Rt 1. James Cain. 1711 Mier:
ic Ihrdeds. the study wee carried
est and rarest birds rota* Se emeltlunge.
Mrs Nebraska Stamps, Rt. 3; Milk
Mat
bin Mollit'sri.i aaskjigfa
:.,
af food
.
taaria-aads-lawlisaharallat; a ! ranchers of
his McCuston. Johnson Blvd.; Mrs.
The ,new ~den le Aim C. igbagdgMOMII. It as- supervised by
Nelson Blalock 1305 Poplar.
Hornernan. 35, who win
he his Dr..Akleall. Mier, director of the
SWIM* Of 1,12111611•110 Zoology of
the Untvormaty of Obleforma at
Berkieley.

WASHINGTON' The Justice Depots:sent invited bids and proposals for the pallid sal* of stook of
General Aniline and Film Corp
At*', Gen Nicholas Kraienhach
said bids to be opened publicly
March 9 for underwriting groups
eveg be must's-red in accordance
with terr,ss deStlifled to insure wide*pried public distribution of the
stook"

Warden Will
Watch Over
Giant Condor
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Quotes From The News-

Wilson's Auto Repair
pacifist Is -removed" from the

5

NORTH 7th At MAIN
MURRAY. KY
* AUTOMATIC TRANMISSIO5iS A SPECIALTY
* COMPLETE OVERHAUL & TI•5111•P
* FOREIGN CARS . . . WE CAN'T BE BEAT
All Personnel Experienced . .
VW Man Trained in Germany
- ALL WORK GUARANTEED Owner - BIII Wilson
Phone: '753-4E41 - Night. 753-3548

eit 1110.111110 all
11.11. 11111seshal Mane (•adwe LI. and the sitter in is Enc S
alithactiard He refused to get up off U.. floor

NEW YORK - Malcolm X's wife, Betty, crying hysterically as a haul of bullets blasted her husband fatally as be addreaied a Harlem rally
'They're Milling my husband"
- ---,ATLANTA - Nobel Prize winner Dr Martin Luther King.'
commenting on the assassination of Malcolm X'
—
"This evil act must be condemned by all people of goodwin We must face the tragic fact that Malcolm X was murtlered by a morally inclement climate It reveals that our soclety is still sick enough to express dissent through .murder."
•
fillOSCOW - A plea in the Commanist newspaper Pravda
for more free expression and the clash of Opinions in Soviet
society.
"The fruitful development of science, literature and art
calls for different schools and trends, different styles and
genres competing with ea211 other and united at the game
time by their common thaftoPtical materialistic outlook, unity
of pi-meanies of b0CiSalsi. realism"
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WELL BANISH
THEM FOR GOOD
I. the parsolent presence
of silverfish getting you
duug? %%ell get them ott•
of your house or apartmew to :;;TAY out'
411::1 OUR Fla,ESTIMATE
We exterminate nests of

•1 a

KELLEY'S PEST
LONTROL

In the e. 1.. .,earch fur
anon in antis space. many
Wes and lust as many ran es are
coma to the venous areas of the
he
-sue One such deveioprnent In
:ipth arise and large house and
apartment Is the increasne 'enlency to anrage an ad;"'
eying area, Wlthout tts
free inlanty of the fa::
morn. %shout the books A.A.
deek toraft At • 1/•••47 at a
study, and diebolitele setionden
MOT It i.to the 101*11 he
elarply, the
to
be the Unmet bedroom 1
1111
room
or even an sI 'ft
the lying nem hoed
l'air imam seemit for qias..
tumour%
amI
here We
have a MP ashonon of sofas
and chairs and also bedding by
Mormons.

-1(01' CAN'T HUI' BETTER FOOD"
• MIN BURGERS
• BAR-B-QUE
413 So Fourth Street
Phone 753-9151

is Pt Louis during a sit-1n proteat.ng
diuuatholdifignert.11
Naas The "remover- Is 'Jetta),
i•

deb
the!
ban
edg

Phone 753-3514

IMSY 0.d.-Mrs. Sherri Volkbine, anima abortion two
and a half years ago to prevent birth of • baby deforrn•
ad by thalidomide attracted
worldwide attention, holds
tier newest baby, Jody. horn
Jan. 30 Her husband Robert,
• schoolteacher made tJag
picture The baby is pertseg
ly normal. she said and "has
been lust great. • tremend
Ma source of Benefaction
Said Joy to us" Jody Is the
fifth chikt.

ROBERSON'S NI II BURGER IN

fasMillp-11 itallient

•

GET
RID OF
PESTS

fir

The McMillan& and Dr Miller
fetaid that the population of the
rate condor had declined by onethird since 1950 to a total of about
40 birds at present The beans
Angle factor in Use et•ei.ne, they
concluded, was mortabty caused by
gunners who dad not know what t
EK"k•- s ei e ;hooting at. Or di-1 not
care.
Mr. 'Burociran will not be authorised to nuke arrests, but will
MOM U 8. Purest Orrice tierme- I
wed seed lieseregieste wafdens in en- l
courstrias akwereanoe of the Mem
derotoming She candor Itie Mil ware
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[NIX INTERIORS

•

North•Ide ,
:hopping Center
11urrA A II•esitiack) — 71.3.1474

16.

*ONE. HOUR SERVICE*

SPECIAL CLDEA"NING OFFER!
Offer Good Tu)sday, Wednesday & Thursday. Feb. 21 24 & 25
2-PIECE
tel

STWWART.:B C -- The only intelligible words muttered
Finnish-born carpenter found after 78 hours buried under tons of avalanche-strewn rock and snow
"Watch My feet . . ."
- -

•
o••

▪

Ten Years Ago Today

Ladies or Mena

7

0

LiSINSER I TIMIa tilt.
St

•

Kiss Wanda Sue Outland was one of forty-seven Murray
State Collet, norsing education students receiving raps at
the Calming Exercise, held in the auditorium Friday. February
Rev and Mrs Orval AustIn left last night for Boone.
Iowa. aorompanying the body of her father, Harry L Weaver;
who passed away Friday at his alighter's home
The J N Williams chapter of the United Daughters of the
Confederacy Met at the home of Mrs George Hart with Mrs,
Henry Elliott
cohostess
A Mother-Daughter banquet was held by the Lynn Grove
FHA. Mrs. Bess Rei lick, ed visor..
1,4 i/oCii•Pl.4.
Betty
Riley was made an honorary member

•

•

pippg gleeel-Roseue minters stand oe.
tsele mouth olt Ohs
cave at Dolitevine. N.Y.. dueled efforts to free 23 year-OkiJames Mansell tanown4, Who Isseatne wedged Si • envie*
s TWO mermen ons got out -Ti's the-74Xnweepirired
"Ncerowler's Pants- cave. State Pollee Capt Frank Miller,
,,directing 1110 rescue. mid, -You may say that Mitchell is
orneistly presumed dead." The victim' was a Winthrop,
Mans . ch,rntea, and • ea!,
i'lateryille 0 Fteseuera who
got to within a fed -Wet of bun could detect no sten of life.

* ALL WORK GUARANTEED *
Never An Extra Champ For auk Hour Service
_

•

ONE-HOUR"NIZING
_ I
- East Side of the Square

ONE flOUR SERVICE*
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Racers Snap - Llitiff SEEK TO
The Tennessee Vols Have Another Chance
Tonight As They Meet Auburn On Home Floor Losing Streak'

• ••

11Continued From Page 11
'Cation with every policemen in the
racially seething section of Man-

signs that
are pulling
eire seen in
of funds
o rammermyeetwed a furbank's so-

On Saturday

PAO" THRMEI
anti-Musilm nationahathes "specu- Hagan as a man who had been a,rlathe" but ordered'
. hot* patrols rested in Passaic. NJ., in Normnear Muhammad's home and other leer. 1963, for possession of stolen
security
Federal agents' property He then used the name of
also werao reportedly investigating Talmadge Hayer and gave his. adthe interstate movements of the dress as 347 Maraud. St , Paterson,
Malcolm aides.
NJ.
Hagan, or Hayer, was charged
Of particular concern to Chicago
authorities was the scheduled open- with firing a beset at Malcolm from i
ing there Friday of the Black Mus- a double-barreled shotgun which
krn's national meeting The New had been stowed off at both enda,
Two other men in the Audubon
York leader of the Muslims denied
his followers had any Imet in Malt auditorium, on the fringe of Harthkn X's murder. There was no lem, were shot in the melee. Police,
Immediate comment from Muham- who launched • secrecy-shrouded
mad or 111.S lieutenant& in Chicago, investigation, refused to elaborate
Malcolm. who said pubhely he ' on what their role in the 8.553161feared has former Muslim allies notion might have been.
wanted to kill him, and he blamed
The wounded men, in aidiLon tc
them for throwing fire bombe at
William
his home a little more than a week Haven, were identified as
Parker and William Harris. -Parker
ago.
in
Harris
and
foot
the
was shot in
The murder suspest. ortgena,11_5, the sheet and atdomen.
identified as .Thunas Hagan, was
Charge blakeines Aide
in turn wounded by one of MalcohnS aides and %V&A severely beaPolice charged Reuben Francis.
ten by the crowd before police re- 33, Malcolm X's secretary, with felscued him and another main the onious asseuit and weapons law
frenned Negroes were attacking violent:ins for shooting Hagan as be
with shouts of 'lull him, kill him."
Tells Police Nothing

.f

attempted to flee the. hall after
Malcolm was killed. Hagan was hit
in the leg and was taken to the
Bellevue Hospital prison ward.
The isewed-off obeidian, a .44 seatomatic and a .38 pistol lead been
fired in the ballroom where Malcolm cried, poece stud. He was killed
by the shotgun best and had been
hit by other bullets, a preliminary
autopsy indicated.

The Tide:men led 33-31 at half- lane.
Pour Ready Re7hicades
Lee Picked Up
tune. fell five points behind midNot enve rioters roared through
way through the second half, then
Clyde...Lee of Vanderbilt, the SEC
Harlem's etreets bat summer had
finieheci strong on the shooting of scoring leader with a 25.1 average,
The Racers of Murray State. after such emesiency po2ce measures
Bob Andrews and the sort of de- was held to two free throws in the
lining two tough ones on the road, been taken. Tow trucks, emergency
fensiie work that Tennessee three first beef by Florida but added 17
trucks, communicataona truck* and_
snapped beck Saturday night to
"amnia after utdenggiefn as the
ght. It had excluighe sight&
Slit .6140 over Austin Peay at -trod& -Waded- with wooden street
In other action in the Southold Commodores scored the lith victory
barricitdo stood in readiness outI ClerberIlle,
Saturday, Harry . Heropaana ld in triter last it; gamin.
Theo. Thoroughbreds will be-it- side the Mt Morris nerve center,
points led Louisiana State to •94Auburn. which
In Cticolgo, heavy petrels were
hoot. for the rest of the asseat
76 win over MItexhippi State: Tu- cocky only twice begirt end both
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which will see them play Loyal* of stationed near Mohammed's home
lane topped Ole Mies 87-71 and loft tunes by only one point, pulled
Wrier security measures tier,
,he South tonight. Middle Tennes- and
the Reb.ls mired in the SEC base- as
in the second half despite
put in effect as a retule of reports
see on Wednesday and Western
melt; injured Jerry WaSer came losing three tall starters on fouls.
that ex of Maicolm's associates,
our. Carl Periuns, has approved
then end the season on
'aturday.
off the bench and soared 30 points, Joe Newton had 21 points in the
bent on revenge, left New York in
the i.11 in KB first step through the
Mitrch 2 sibh Morehead.
28 in the second half. as Georgia first half for the Tigers but fouled
seperate automobees heading in
..eistative process Testifying in
Alter a limey start Saturday. the
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Otasturigton. D C. berate the SubRacers took over 10 to 8 us the first
who
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that.
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The loss was the ninth of the
shotgun at Malcalm X Sunday as he
educanonal prciatems.
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in the conference race the loess at Miami's 103-91 victory over Hoeswire.
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Another Viewpoint!
Abigail Van Buren

- A Wit Meet
Qty Schools PT
in the dam ot the limpernatatalent
of Schools at South inh
"Ow
DR-AR ABBY I clOC:i know wheat 3.46 p.m.
thee to feel sorrier for ABOUT HAD
•••
IT cr his wife for bang married to
such a naliguarosat. Be Cries that
Tuesday. February 3.3
The Ku•sey School PTA all have the woct la" him go deer hunt,mg. although he shows loved to.
a special program in the school
And you. of couree. advised him to
audio:Muni at 7 30 pm
'muds.* under It la afoot par for
'• •
the course In the fetnale-ciciminJibs James Everett Hughes will stied society for the woman to snibe in charge of the program at per her way to the Otiar abbe plotthe meerang of the WOOS of the tint'lbw to remold her man as DOM
Martins °lapel Methodat Church as he slips the ring all her rimer
at 7 30 pm Mrs W A. Ounturg- I do not' hunt and I eal tiseMiN
ham wiR is hostess.
married as is my wife). And you.
...
Dear Abby. are guilty of a
an
piece of advice In thhi instance.
Illoirsilay. February 35
etuati goes to the heart of someThe Jesse Houston Service (nub Using tar more important than the
will meet sith Mae Rade Over
quatilon of deer hunting
at 7 30 pm
PARTNER IN SAN RAFAI :
6040
•••

a Elan wk. wash to
dosen't became his wife
kin. to go anyway. she
out to be a better shot
...

hunt. but
won't -let"
aught turn
thali he I.

DEAR ABBY When 1 WIUS 15 I
got Into trouble and I rave my bah,
to my father and stepmother I
didn't really went to. but I had no
choice They were both in their Into
30's and my stepmother wasn't able
to has children of her own I signed wane papers so I imagine my
child vess legally adopted by them.
I married at 19 That was six years
ago I don't seem able to have children and I would kite to have my
Ittle girl tacit to raise as my Own,
LS that is the way God intended
to be. My husband knows that
ht. Mt* girl I call my baby Dieter
DEAR PARTNER: Barn advice' ,my ibegiUnside clued. and lie
The Zeta Degertmere of Use Murcertainly would hesitate to isciri,e crazy about her My stepmother has
ray Woman's Club will meet at the I
dub house at 7 30 pm Hemmen
will be Mks Louise Iamb 11111M4
Madelyn Lamb. Mrs Makes IL Leosuer. Mrs Cid Leather. and tars.
Vons Wells.
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rightfully simnel Have I grounds? ANONYMOUS" Please don't laugh
WANTS MY BABY °ampulla*e eaters suffer from the
DIAN WANTS: Bee lawyer and same type of illness that oompuleisc
give him the facts. But if you a- drmkere suffer from.. and "OA" has
baci to regain custody of the child the solution to this problem. I know
pn the grounds that her prorate are bemuse It worked for ins and Mr
each
"until," you'd better base the evid- many of my friends We he
other. mat as akohobas who belong
ence cold.
to -AA" help each other If swam
•• •
manes more infatuation about Our
DEAR ABBY • As a member of the group. the address is PO SOX
ABTLENE (TEXAS
-131.111.111EN 3372. BEVERLY Hillfit CALIF
Thank you We are arsunyinous.
TOPS, I want to thank you for
telling -PAT AND DISOUSPED" in mat sign me-to Join TOPS tTAKE OFF POUNDS
"BACK TO NORMAL"
SENSIBLY)
One of my four ohlkiren was cm!mad to bed for 16 months with an
Problems? Write to ABBY. Box
klinesi. bathe that tune I ate and 41/700, Los Angeles, Calif For •
ate and ate Naturalty. I gained and personal reply. onclose a stamped.
gained and caned My doctor selPed•oddrollEa..turcekste-__ _
anal me to min TOPS. I did, and
•• •
in eight, months I last 16 pounds!
I have 31 mire pounds to Roe. but
Rate to write leteers? Send one
I'm determined to in It I cant say
dollar to Abby, Box 69700, Lc*
enough for whet TOPS has done
Angeles, Oak! for Abby's booklet.
for me.
B R IN ABILEN:11
"HOW TO WRITE LEITERS FOR
•• •
ALL OCCASIONS "
DEAR ABBY. In answer to FAT
AND DISOUSTKOS cry for hot),
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taken to &hiking atety -arid thn YiX1 166646440:1 she iouit into TOPS
chill is not betng given the kind of 1 (TAKE OFF POUNDS SENSIBLY)
home I cookl give her She Jeans I have tkeard that they have bellied
My and withcinsw-n. and I know she many, but I have another suggestloves me It teani me apart evert
IV;
time I see her Ettiou). I try to reIlk a olub palled "OVEREATERS
gain custody of the child who Is

Dear ‘I)by . . .
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set.
Fiermsy 33
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AMP1tUrt Trn-Ncrsi- nrdurr Ft-ND VOIXTIVIVER Is
2-year-old Theresa Maszarl. shoehi win bet gaggesek Dr.
George Robinsoa of New York's Montefotre Hospital. who
idulastet1 a ball-in-rage plastic use lithe the one shown
agabant ruler in Mien inside her heart to replace one that
was too small to carry blood from one section to another.
Sbe's lie werld's yeangese 1beseidiery of beset valve
reptaensent mitt'ery. and. anderstandably. an aileseit supampaign The valve,
porter of the 196S Heart Fund
implanted what Theresa was 10 month old clicks audibly
stab each heart beat Tliat a music to Ear Kobinson's ear..

Mrs Dan Shelton presented the
E.W.rl•Pr•-„iflt amine. -Ttilop...Li
The Zsollearer
The president. Mrs A. R Titsworth presided Mrs Esikey
secretary. raid the minutes and reports were given by the venous
Mutervien_
The net regular meeting will be
heki Tuesday March It at 930
am at the chore& •

_IFAby COOKED
CO PIANIABASH outtS mew IN FLORIDA - Apparently atriciten on taaeoff anti trying
is return tniglemit Internatataki Airpurt. an El Mimi:tor cargo plane cradled Into IL M.
Illtatc4J agellif••the hearf of suburban Malmo. killing its two crew members. Toe
ern engine C 46 wag owned by Aeon- Aftroim•na
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PROTECTION MAY BE CONTINUED
when you retire • when you move
when you change lobs • when you pass 65

Eligible dependents of decensed nembers,
and members• children reaching oge 19 or
marrying before 19, may continue prottectheir own Individual or Family Plots.
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THERE ARE 2 WAYS TO APPLY:
FAMIlt-INDIVIDUAL.: Kentuckians 64 or
melee. in good health, and walk neither
husband nor wife working where there ore
10 or more empioyests, may apply direct

ERE BROW is a relaxed one for a peratUY"
former. There's not mbelt call for rehearsal
since most of the shnw Is composed of abort
oh
er ohfe
ks...B
news:
urt.
ews bgvor,wy
adlbnregpakrcinaif:t.The
renni
ng
::tr:tintruai.c.lirte
those writers. They genteele away writing and
restraint right up to alr time to keep up with

GROUP: Pions may be formed where there
pre 5 or sore eripktypes.
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appearing
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SUMO/ AGENT
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----Mohisiamie-pmemilatesia. sues"'
What terse re4 tending to household chores
"
Maine 10 often spent playing a Isclusewffe in
commercials.
"I do any kind." said Pat. "but mostly
houeewiv,es since Mow are the buyers at which
sporisors elm their pitehes. This In a far cry
from 'Till.' In the old days such doubling up
would have been unheard of, but today audiences are more sophisticated and accept a performer In a variety of unagee."
Philadelphia-bum Pat, the dallehler of
consedisethe Rams /Liberians and comedy writer
Distrbated be KO

lb.

-KUPER

1

IIMITTIMESII

GROUND
BEEF lb. BtA
3-Lb. Package or Store
LESSER far/trill ;19.1110
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Wrests Vine Ripened

lb. 19,
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Mardi Seedless - S-lb. hag
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.A&P Pineapple-Grapefruit - 66-os. cans
Smiling Pot Englund is one of the bristle lights
NIK's satirical skew.
seen weekly on "T•13
Ken Englund. ha, brrn in TV r:ght from its
beginning. "I hive no idea how many TV Mem
Pm done." she mid. 'hut I started back when
'Merlin Kane. 'Big Story and 'Kraft Theater'
were popular"
-.peon that Pat had grown up in California,
who" As Misruled a boarding school for girls.
"It WU very starchy." she reesdled
'and not the kind of school °Pie non:nifty attended and then became an actress-which Is
e.t.a. In my 'third
vital fi did when I left '
year and cart, to* yd.
Itt tirhe, Pat racked up credits in "Oklahoma"
here and abroad, in "As You like It" with
Katharine frieptiorn, In -The Beauty Part" with
Bert.-Lahr, and ih,many video IMPasnlness too
numerous to mention here.
"I've done lots of flops." said l'at. "and gotten lots of r-perlence. But writ in the Myattant thing. That's how you learn. For me,'TINT
Is different in many ways but not In that one.'
No matter what happens. I will have benefiteC
by my etiriocotron with 1-

DRINK
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2 loaves 39*
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out?--I ve lathed to a lot of people about .TWIt.'
Wissethea or not the criticism of those who don't
to
like U la Justified I caret say. I'm too close
this out. All
Us. program. But r must point
dislike
or
it
those rye spoken with either like
miegoties there are
It a lot. And in those two
many diverse opinions. That fact. in itself
proves 1t'1 provocative. And. if Its provocative.
air"
then there should be a place for it on the
The brown-haired actress said that she
learned a lot working week after week with the
same staff. -It gave me an opportunity to ex:never did.
plot* facets of my personality tha:._.
before while performing And working closely
me
With the writers as we do no -T-W 3* taught
to coMMUnkiaill more clearly and more suc-

this card really gets around!

Blue Cross and Blue Shield provide the kind
of hospital and surg;ral medical protection
you con count on when you need it.

rogrammere teal
pi
iM AllTV a
raftest
EVERY SO 11Y
break oat of the mold of static situation comedies, weary westerns. antiquated anthologies
are
and cliche court dramas. These departures
of
eiTin met wdb mixed receptions on the part
viewers who have developed axed appetites attar years of bang fed unchanging video fares
An anselleat example of what happens In
NBC'. exsucSi situations can be gleaned from
The
periment la to14cal satlre. 'That Waa
Week That Was:"
When U hit the air a year or an ago It was
greeted with acclaim by most TV prim critics.
immediately
Must viewers felt could not be
listarnilood. Now. in the middle of its second
be
Peason. It Ls rurnored that the show will not
miaowed next season became of low ratings
disa
The sublect earns up recently during
cusigan with talented Pat Englund, one of the
Tuesday night
iaree distaff Mars of tha weekly
tintthg.
• • •
•T'VE MIEN with "TW3' lance its Inceptionextept for a brief hiatus at one Ume- -end feel
alms and
strongly, naturally, about Its
accomplishments." she said. 'Even when it isn't
very Interesting -and
'111 ta0 form. I tank It Is
different- 'Think further tor a moment, too.
What show =nos op each week with • knock-
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P-21tir eral pietiant dishes. 2 eyeing ensof]chines Thelma Nanney, Old Alm°,
K.ENTUCKY LAKE - 103 acres
euIC tufty. 753-2437,
17-07-C
SPOTTER-S'TAIN Remover, womscenic woodland-3060 feet bordering
an Experience not required. APPLY
TVA
frontage
on deep aster inlet
ELECTROLUX SALES & Service,
at Bonnet Cleaners, 06 Main St Box 213,
Murray Ky. C. M. 34d- Of Kentucky Lake-Ripe for sub- USED FURNITURE, Living rootn
table and lamps, bedroom
P-311-C • Phone 332-3178
Lynnville, Ky. clurislen --Excellent investment-to7-23-C tal price $9900.- Terme if desired- suite. mattress and springs, chrome
SALESMAN who is be
91-40
- 'Phone 436-3808 for a•Iditional in- dinette set, All for $85.00. Call 7c•soars uf age and waling to work at
P-29-IP
formation and appointment to In- 5190.
;east 5 days week, Must have oar NEW AND USW TV ANTIIIMAS
le-36-C
neat.
Also
house
painting,
Wage
parson
can
Right
end
wit
4 10 short triPs.
earn upwind' of $00.00 a week VW di haulhaf of aa kinds Sets 1 PAIR SCOPE iva InnocAilars: JUST LISTED, well located 86-acre
farm in Lynn Grove communite
with '
amain bonuses, 00d- Robert Downs or W. E. Crider at Vanpower 7x. -12x, 40-mm object- about
7 mites
02 aureay.
t...ens I
camore. Phone 750-44E1. fElp he. 279 ft. at 1000 yds. L3 Ji4SE
Write Resume ta NIB
.1
ern 3-bedroom brick home, 2 lamp
Boa 32 D 1. Ledger & Timm 100
amber coated optic's.
'
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Pc wet• stock thArtie, deep we, good grates
ray. Ky.
41.4 CNC 7$4 MONTH OW Aberdeen comes in War* leather
with tittobacco boom. °moldered one
Angus bull calf. Good registered pod attachment. Have only been ! of im neuer tarnob in
"
noway co_
FULL OR PART 110119: Puller
Wedding stock Contact Mrs. D. M. nied 4 months, are ui very
Hi:oh Company be. ciperdng In
goodonLy cuude L. mailer, Realtor;
• /ey, Route 5, Murray or cell condition, Will sail at a :an price. phonee 753-5064 and 753-3050. Of_
esu.blished route In ggs area for
7110-2719
F-M-P Call or see: MINS J0117- Well Haa• Dee
inan or woman. PUS time average
over Rexati Drug Stdre-, P44-43
P-34-P
$105 airek to start. Part 881310 over RAILROAD SALVAGE
- ---------STORE.
82 00 per hour, Oar necemary, Write Recce ot tag
alwings. Rubber wel- KY, ANGUS Sweepstakes thhowand AT YOUR Factory
°Wet RR"
Richard L. Suits, EN Qualms Na- come mats fte, pole
tamps flubs tele. Ky. State Fairgrounds. Louis- Store. one rack of dreee shoes eggtional Him* Ilidg., Evaosnille, Ind." 111.96, poker tables
$14.96, can. sok Sale, Ky. Seijnig . 71 hipos, priday. ine for '7 prase. Also table of flats
111-4.0 freiniers 38e, 42 piece ens Maltose 1.
4 i4reh 5 and 79 fannies Saturday, i-t $2 Per Pair. Located 100 S. 13th
0.95
P-32-0 March 6. Write for catalog to Floyd St.. next door to Kelley's "PeetConp.44..c
NOTICE
Dievert. Route two, Danville. Ky, trol•
1961ER
IFFS SALE 1966 Oklamoblie
Phone 216-4501.
iTC
L & M 77110 SERVICE, All types Identification number IWO* 101116
0
4
f1 1
_
will
be saki at the court hewn door
tree pruning
Taking down of
TIHR.EE WAR OW pony with new
dangerous trees. All wait goer- Nktruary 23rd at 9:00 a. m. 7-116-C oak, Gentle and broke to Ade. Call 2
BEDROOM HOUSE 500 feet frne
Anteed...Phone 758-5611.
7-34-C. 711 ACRES LAND off
lit campus, $65 per month. Water. sewCantor WEN 753-62'23.
Road near lake, Priced to esli. oat'teouNci Boma
erase, electricity. included in rent.
trift D11600E-190111, bons reds
after 1.00 p in 753-6134 F-22-N0
* Dail 753-6613 after 5:00 p.m.
tine
of all description. Slop Crate Purnitrimmed seat ready ler training.
ture's Drapety Dept.
II-YPC LABE CreFrAUE
miles, mugs }
LP" &diger' Orld tin right age for TRAILER SPACE. Telephone ill1 Parts lAndisig, rloon
lit 1459.
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trarning PiLM* 7534238*
AUCTION SERVICE. Houseliedd •
• rooms. modern. furinhhild, alespi$
I HAVE 2 00
and farla eQuIPtneht. sake a eEen"
pea-Mere illbe
ets people. WM,Boa sat
OFFICE SPACE. 524
new, will dell at a ebargain.
tatty, Reasonable rates, ellTicient settY
Call 7S3- MODICIRle
Times .
r-22-I!. 5223.
vice Otto Cheater Atiotion Service, ITC ,quare feet. first fluor. air-condi- tioned, utSiikee furnished parking
Route Ore, Lyrm Grove, Ky. Phone , 1953 BUICK
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UES for sale: bed, dres.ser, ,'pace, Inbacco building
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415-4042,
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rpu., that ne tbougni
Cher0-1
Dolan stood up. groaning
- ‘„,aoo
un„.
cgooe 4„ny bee and semi'1911*
eon., I'm act,, 4 r•sai,
It was Inc swat. At first the trick."
,4,11
,
^
'of ladilti tiood troll F.-itentl)
re. boy cut, in quickly "You
1.81,... wadi., nett their acquaint Lontederates went ahead. anti
upend-) ii! they
the two took about trareled You've
Au.early; formed by
picking
011
started
wren,
adjacent weds in the Brown.v141.„um, people. do
be some a tong way.
watch
bogota
It cnnekreso s • remote
.eaelisees telnle Me) 'V1.41111.1 southern troops came in tne
first'
Weakteed ley [ben war us
men awes5 elowee on for Kan.
McCOrd gave him a twisted
at the affillese
Sea Rise ehotaer ref
'
c n the grin •Aren t you pretty you:4 it
11111 elate who way •
ano
Joe Varney drew timrsett tip
"Med
larne
eullwan. roe Dolan wd them to '
way
*
. "I've
esendltna wp tattle get shot
sad Mel: Domes wow
4E
.
Olnd
peen nding
turned down ..
nod wend runtime wild ,a
were
He
'
'
L ru e horse and noodling a gun since
end owned by twined, • e
wd! or It.. war !MAIM, end honed Oft his voice choking as V the I was
•Ihe opportueley to Orme
wsee 4msr ~act
Dolan nodded. -We both Owed
home
start, horde la
Parltetttr
lie oche...hood
But look
Dolan nad the fire going to sleep l.et nun do it
Art.., weeds co anscror
mlit wesra his liking and was nungrily ea- sharp, kid. U you near anything.
wring • herd sae wise
Perseus
th.
rants'•se1
Nonni the grumack Without yell, loud 'ahead to arrange tor dare of the ratturning tie said 'Who del this,Reluctantly lihrtwan watched
tle before Cola/ South for more

set

ubrafil woo

"litostiy the Lionterleegte
CHAPTER
troolloi.11aden Parketts tried to
THIS Ab Parketts camp?" stop meow mg the fumy oth.
asked the nerVous young eggs NW Moaned at him"
stranger.
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war

1 thought the
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He sorted
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Use Unocal

nad insect Abner• name
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AD wanted some

to

get

even

with

the

right, ride in But watch Soutbernera they even brought
In border toughs from Kangas.
Behind trim tie sensed rather They drove off the Mock. It's
than saw that Corn Dona sae been oa4 "And they killed Lbideds Parcome around the elyIng flee &DO
was moving to his aide, the rifle tell,'
"Notvsly knows who did that"
ready Shawan kept nis eyes on
McCord irew a deep treath.
the rider RA the nurse picked it.
Well now many mule are left
way
slowly forward. and Of
alley r•
noted the bulging sack drapeo in the ,
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I didn't ,cbase these
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That's what I wanted to do in
the first place."
McCord lacked up • twig and
drew idle pictures ir the lust
"I know But as Ati said, so we
get tan to fifteen dollars a neat
at tIte railroad Two thotmaro
lipid three way. atn t so much
-Batter than nothing We try
to stay in this country and we
lot only low the cows nut

DOr .'T WR 1
IT-THEY' -4 EACH
THE SAME STUFF
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ENDS.

0
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word to AC by the kid and ne
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still living there. Those cattle don't move very
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Almud to bring the cattle eo
was the now Men nevesitimita." to thwrarien in the morning I'm
Joe Varney waa untying the to show you the way"
the talk died Merin'd neatened
grubeack. Dolan came past She..
wan to take it from the norse Dolan methodically slicing salt
and carry it to the fire. It letting Teal into the trying pen on the
up the flame The boy led rUs nre, ftie stewing of the pork
horse aside and tied it to • and the rich odor tieing trom It
Re
scrub tree before he answered, made nu mouth water
with the same diabase, 'It's all walked arsosa, speared • nencooked piece with the blade of
part of the trouble."
'What trouble? Shawan Mc- his Knife and eased it into Itis
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-Let me think about it tonight- Woman Knew that Dolan was probably right but he
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making Sis

fortune

here, died hard.
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Dolan grunted. -Which elite
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provide limited health care for all the elderly, or to provide more extensive care for peopk 65
and over who need help in financing the expenses of hospital and medical ars. Please
read, dust jet your representatives in Washington know your views.

Vvitn special training
the mentally retarded can
sort the mail,
file the cards,
pack the boxes,
run the errands,
clean the office,
label the packages,
deliver the messages,
serve the customers,
wash the -car,
tend the lawn,
operatethe elevator,
paint the house,
work the farm,
load the truck,
saw the wood,
grind the tools,
repair the furniture,
sew the cloth,
load the rack,
stock the shelves,
cook the meals
• wax tfi-e—iloors,
Wagh-The whidWs

COMPARE
ELDERCARE
Bong-Curtis ELDERCARE Bill (HR

is

MEDICARE
3727)

What are the provisions?

ELDERCARE miajd, maxi& for hospital and nursing home charges.

MEDICARE would provide for hospital
and nursing home charges.
MEDICARE mauld Rat =Add for
drugs out of the hospital.
MEDICARE
ould
=alga for

for drugs
in and out of the alit.
ELDERCARE would provide, for Physicians' care.
ELDERCARE would provide for Surgical costs.

na

walk

for

Who would be eligible?

Those over 65 who need care and cannot pey
for it would be eligible. The lower the income,
the more financial help an elderly person
would receive. People over 65 would qualify—
before illness strikes—merely by submitting a
simple statement of income--similar to that
given by a person when opening a department
store charge account. There iou1,jai, be any
"welfare type investigationLDERCARE
would assure the elderly person free choice of
physician.- hospital. and nursing Mow - -

All persons over 65 would be eligible for Medicare, inckpcling the wealthy and the well-to-do.
By applying Medicare to everyone, -the help
that any given individual would receive would
be much less than if some method of selection
based on need were used. It has been estimated that this widespread anornach wnuid
cost today's taX,pn.tvis to'
LLAW
121.111sai
merr..1, tu pay .ior the limited care the elderly
now over U would need during the rest

How would ELDERCARE
be financed?

How would MEDICARE
be financed?

By federal and state funds through a program
that already exists ELDERCARE would not
require a new payroll tax.

MEDICARE is a tax plan and v.ould require a
payroll tax. l'his would hit hardest those
least able to pay. The $5.600 a year worker
would pay as much tax as the $56,000 a year
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litre are tit thins* you ran do nink r•4 help
prevent mental retardation and ('ring nen
hope to the tis million peele sisoe minds
are retirded:

When
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light of the above, Medicare is cpst an "end all", "do all", "be all".
provide for limited care, would be very costly to implement, and
increasingly costly to maintain. We must not learn this the hard wayl

seen in

would
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I. If you expect a hoby, May under a domes
,r a hospital's care Urge all expectant mothentockie.

be
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THE PHYSICIANS OF KENTUCKY—THE PEOPLE WHO CARE FOR
tithig
THE ELDERLY—ARE AMONG THE SUPPORTERS OF fislifig
THEY BELIEVE THE DIGNITY AND RIGHTS OF ALL I
ARE BEST SAFEGUARDED BY THE • HERLONG-CURTIS ELDERCARE

1 Vert teal chink%
and urge them to pri ide
soma' teachers and special clams to slent ifs
and help mentally retarded'cluktren earls in
their lases.

DILL(HR 3727).
YOUR CONGRESSMAN IS

A. Urge YOU( ommunity to set up workshops
to tram retardate, who are capable 04 empi.ry relent

BY Miller)

YOUR SENATORS AM

Please, write
your

Congressman and

Senators TODAY.

4. select jobs in your company that the owntalk retarded can fill and hire there

Ask them to vote f_91 The
Herlong-Curtis ELDERCARE

1. Accept the mentall) retarded as American
%Oases. spike mem 2 chance to Eye useful,
Agatha' live. in >our community..

-

Physicians care.

MEDICARE would
surgical costs.

Who would be eligible?

The mentally retarded- if-they 'retire specie! training -are capable of doing many
jobs that a normal person performs easily and effic)ently. In fact. if placed in j4)bs
for which they are qualified by special
- training. 85's, of the mentally retarded
can help support themselves.

King-Anderson Bill

What are the provisions?
ELDERCARE wgiajd

Whatthey can't do is get the job.
That's your-fob.

The name by which the
(HR 1) is generally known

(HI 3727).

h. Write Oxthe tree .hiamiet to the
Presideat's Committee us
ItetailiciakNathihoon,pC.:4
""
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4 frank L. Chef
1. Frank A. Stebble4i.k1
5. Tim lins Carter
2. Willies N. Watcher
6. Mien C. Watts
3, Charles P. Fanesley
7, Coil 13 Pasties
--Wisi•Aala/••••• •••••••-014••• 0445.,

lege Sherman (sew

Iik

Itemise I. Metier
Their Address:
Ser)ott Office

Washington, 0. C,

Mdg,

Washington,9.C,-

For More Information On ELDERCARE,
Ask Your Physician, Or Call Your County Medical Society

KENTUCKY MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
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